In this paper, we incorporate a local search procedure into a micro differential evolution algorithm MED with the aim of solving the HappyCat function. Our purpose is to find out if our proposal is more competitive than a Ray-ES algorithm. We test our micro Differential Evolution algorithm (µDE) on HappyCat and HGBat functions. The results that we obtained with micro-DE are better compared with the results the original RayES reference algorithm. This analysis supports our conjecture that a reduced population DE hybridized with a local search (Ray search) is a key combination in dealing with this function. Our results support the hypothesis that a well-focused micro population is more accurate and efficient than existing techniques, representing (that of micro-algorithms) a serious competitor because of its efficiency and accuracy. In fact, the proposed (but never solved) HGBat function can be dealt with, showing the scalability and potential future uses of our technique.
I. INTRODUCTION
The recent history of continuous optimization has taught us that the use of benchmarks for the development and testing of direct optimization methods is a common practice [1] , [2] . The main objective in this kind of benchmarking is to adjust and improve these direct search algorithms. New methods are continuously being proposed, sometimes with minor incremental contributions, in a quest for an efficient algorithm that is able to beat the state-of-the-art and which solves the problem up to high levels of precision (i.e., errors below 10 −10 ).
The development of hard functions that incorporate complex optimization sub-spaces could be a mayor breakthrough. To solve this problem, a new set of complex functions is being developed. This is the case with the HappyCat (HCat) and the HGBat functions [3] whose main objective is to show the limitations of standard state-of-the-art EA (PSO, CMA-ES and DE).
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The design of the HappyCat and HGBat functions has helped to develop a new direct search method proposal, which is called Ray-ES and which may be a first representative of a new class of solvers. This algorithm is based on the blueprint of an Evolutionary Strategy (ES). However, the authors say of the Ray-ES and the new proposal that: ''... this new strategy type is still in the beginning...''. Both the HappyCat and HGBat functions are now part of the CEC2014 test suite, which was released as part of the Competition on Single Objective Real-Parameter Numerical Optimization, see [4] .
Evolutionary Computation (EC) has proven to be an efficient solution for difficult optimization problems, due to their meta-heuristics and stochastic characteristics. Among the most notable EC algorithms are the Genetic Algorithm (GA) [5] , [6] , Evolutionary Programming (EP) [7] , Genetic Programming (GP) [8] , Evolution Strategy (ES) [9] and Differential Evolution (DE) [10] .
DE was initially developed to solve global optimization problems in continuous spaces [10] and it quickly became a widely used optimization algorithm due to its characteristics of fast convergence and high capacity for exploration of feasible solutions to hard optimization problems [11] - [14] . VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ Micro-algorithms are reduced population evolutionary algorithms that are able to obtain a good performance against other evolutionary algorithms with standard populations. However, in some cases micro-algorithms may have a similar performance or even better performance than canonical algorithms, but at a lower computational cost [15] - [17] .
RayES is a new type of optimization algorithm that solves the HappyCat complex function. Ray-ES is a hybrid algorithm that incorporates a new type of local search inside an ES algorithm. Ray-ES can solve continuous complex functions, such as HappyCat, that other EC algorithms cannot. However, when Ray-ES faces the HGBat problem, it is unable to solve it because it has two attraction points, which complicate the solution (HappyCat only has one attraction point). Glasmachers proposed a local supremum transformation to deal with ridge functions and to test the HappyCat, obtaining interesting results; see [18] . However, this study was limited because of the use of an ES with Gaussain sampling. To obtain better results, Glasmachers moved the optimum into the origin, obtaining a shifted HappyCat function that in theory ''...should enable solutions of extremely high precision however, this arguments holds only for points very close to the origin''. However, Glasmascher did not test the HGBat function.
Other tests that actually were conducted for both functions (the HappyCat and the HGBat) took place in the Congress on Evolutionary Computation CEC14 as part of the Special Session and Competition on Single Objective Real-Parameter Numerical Optimization (CSORPNO). The reason behind this is that the benchmark includes both functions but they are shifted, see [4] . Tanabe and Fukunaga developed a Success History Adaptive DE Algorithm (SHADE), which uses a different parameter adaptation mechanism and a linear population size reduction; see [19] . Tanabe and Fukunaga participated in the CSORPNO with L-SHADE, testing it in a problem suite that includes the HappyCat and the HGBat. T-SHADE obtained results similar to Ray-ES for HappyCat function (1.6e-02) but good results (4.5e-02) for the HGBat considering that until now there has not been other results for this function. In [20] , Preux et al. proposed an algorithm inspired by a continuous version of a multi-armed bandit, which attacks optimization problems by solving the trade-off between exploration (by using initial quasi-uniform search of the domain) and exploitation (local optimization around the potentially global maxima). Preux et al. tested their Bandits Attack Function Optimization (BAFO) algorithm in the CEC14 test suite and obtained average results for HappyCat (3.0e-02) and HGBat (1.3e-01) functions. In [21] , a modified Firework Algorithm (FWA) with a differential mutation operator (FWA-DM) evaluated both functions and achieved better values than the obtained by the Ray-ES algorithm. FWA-DM obtained better results for HappyCat (3.39e-02) and HGBat (3.87e-02) functions that the obtained by the Ray-ES. A multi-operator for three EA algorithms (DE, GA and CMA-ES) was used by Elsayed et al. [22] For the CEC'15 special competition test suite, the HappyCat and the HGBat was not included at isolated functions and, consequently, the results cannot be used in this paper.
Our proposal, which is named Micro Differential Evolution Ray (µDER), explores the development of a micro differential evolution algorithm hybridized with the Ray local search method. The main idea is to follow the path of the development for a new class of solvers but using the power of a optimized micro-algorithm fast convergence and the exploration capacity as shown in previous micro-differential algorithms, see [25] .
Our objective is to test this hard to optimize HappyCat function with our Hybrid Micro DE algorithm and analyze its performance. The results improve those achieved by Ray-ES and all of the algorithms that participated in the CSORPNO CEC14 (only for the HappyCat and HGBat functions).
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
1) The proposal µDER outperforms RayES and all the algorithms that participated in the CSORPNO CEC14. 2) Using data obtained from µDER, we obtain an equation that predicts the future performance of µDER to analyse the function HGBat 3) The behavior of µDER was tested. 4) The reason for the improved performance of µDER was explained. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: after the introduction, Section 2 shows the HappyCat and the HGBat functions introduction. Section 3 shows DE, µDE and µDER algorithm bases, as well as the Ray search procedure used. Section 4 introduces our µDER approach. The experimental set up and the results are reported in Section 5. Finally, the conclusions are given in Section 6.
II. BACKGROUND
Bio-inspired techniques such as Evolutionary Computing [26] , Ant Colony Optimization [27] , PSO [28] , and DE [10] were proposed as alternatives to solve difficult optimization problems obtaining acceptable solutions in a reasonable time. Since these techniques work with a population of individuals, they simultaneously test different solutions based on specific rules and underlying stochastic processes. These heuristic techniques have been applied in practically all fields of knowledge and have obtained a good performance, even when running on common personal computers [29] .
Beyer and Finck proposed a scalable test function for unconstrained real-parameter optimization. The particular interest of this function (family of functions, in fact) is that it shows that standard EAs, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Co-variance Matrix Evolutionary Strategy(CMA-ES) and DE fail in locating the optimum in the new level of complexity. This is represented by their HappyCat problem, even for dimensions as small as 10 variables, when an α parameter is set below a critical value.
The interest of this finding is that these algorithms usually rank as the best for standard continuous optimization, such as GECCO and CEC, which reveal that HappyCat could be the starting point for new kinds of complexity in the future.
A. HAPPYCAT
According to [3] , the HappyCat function is inspired by the ES behavior on the ridge function class [30] . The ridge function can be expressed as follows:
where α controls the sharpness of the ridge. If a sharp ridge is wanted, then α ≤ 1/2. A thorough research in ridge functions was presented by Oyman in his doctoral thesis [30] .
The HappyCat function, which was developed by Beyer and Finck, is as follows:
Let us analyze the HappyCat function by splitting it into two parts:
with:
A closer look to the g(x) component, Eq. 4, shows us that: 1) The component x 2 −N describes a sphere with radius √ N .
2) The x 2 − N 2 evaluates the divergence of an arbitrary x vector from the sphere with radius √ N . 3) If the α ≤ 1 2 is added, then this obtains a sharp ridge limit around the sphere. The objective of component g(x) is to generate a spherical attraction groove that will cause common bio-inspired population algorithms to be stalled in a local optima. With respect to the h(x) part, it can be seen that the HappyCat designers put an unimodal quadratic function, h(x) component, whose main objective is to break the rotational symmetry and create a still more complex landscape.
According to Beyer and Finck, the resulting HappyCat function is hard to optimize for the three meta-heuristic algorithms they tested, that is: DE, PSO and CMA-ES. Indeed it is, and they showed in their seeding article how the three algorithms stalled far from the global optimum because of the combined effects of equation components g(x) and h(x) (see [31] for all the details). This is clear in the results that they showed because the three algorithms stalled far from the global optimum and were trapped at different levels by the attraction groove, see [3] and [18] . The authors proposed a Ray-ES technique that can escape from this attraction groove and reach the global optimum by mutating the straight segment lines. which they call Rays. The mutated Rays are obtained by using an evolutionary strategy skeleton algorithm.
B. THE HGBAT
The first part of our study will focus on HappyCat and how it can outperform the present state-of-the-art (Ray-ES). The HGBat function will first be presented. In fact, this problem was defined [3] but never solved (not even by using their Ray-ES) because of the difficulty of this function. The HGBat function is designed on the same principles that lead to the HappyCat function.
Again, splitting the function into two parts, now with HGBat, will help us understand it better: where:
The HGBat function has the same h(x) part as HappyCat, (Eq. 8), and for the same reason, to interrupt the rotational symmetry, focusing on the i(x) component. As can be seen, (Eq. 7):
1) The x 4 produces drastic variations with little x magnitude changes, more than those from x 2 of the HappyCat.
2) The x 4 − N i=1 x i 2 difference will produce two separated spherical shapes, this means two separated attraction grooves.
3) The expression
, is a degree 8 polynomial, instead of the degree 4 polynomial (such as in HappyCat), this means the path defined by the attraction groove can assume a form of greater complexity than the spherical (like the HappyCat). The final result is a function more complex than the HappyCat, with two attraction grooves. A highlight is that an ES based algorithm will present problems to optimize this function because of these two attraction grooves.
III. BACKGROUND
This article presents our algorithm, called µDER. Technically speaking, it has these components: A Differential Evolution technique, a reduced population (micro-algorithm), and a local search based on the Ray strategy. This section includes some basic knowledge on DE, µDE, and the Ray Local Search method used here.
A. DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION ALGORITHM (DE)
The DE was initially created to deal with global optimization in continuous spaces [10] , as described by:
as a tentative solution to the problem. Our population is constructed with all x i,G vectors from 1 to n:
where Np is the number of solution vectors and G is the number of generations. DE can have different mutation probabilities depending on the crossover variant implemented, which will be reflected on the DE behavior. For further reference check [32] and [33] . DE population evolves by using three operators: mutation, crossover and selection.
The mutation operator used was as follows:
where r 0 , r 1 , r 2 are random selected individuals, and r 2 is used for the base vector x r 2 ,G . F is a factor that controls the difference between vectors. This means that for each x i,G in the population, a noisy vector v is generated.
The crossover operator is applied on the noisy vector v i,G and the population vectors, obtaining a trial vector
with
where CR ∈ [0, 1] is a crossover constant for the new vector u i,G generation; j = 1, 2, ..., n; R j is a random number of a uniform random number generator in [0,1]. Samples were renewed for every component of the trial vector v, while r k ∈ [1, Np] is the random uniform individual index, and x i,G ∈ [1, Np] is a population selected individual.
In the selection step, the trial vector u i,G is compared with the actual x i,G selected parent. The one with the best fitness passes to the next generation, see Eq. 14:
From Eq. 11 it can be seen that to allow the application of the mutation operator, a DE algorithm must have at least four individuals.
B. RAY SEARCH
The Ray Search Algorithm or Line Search Algorithm (LSA) [3] , works by projecting a line in an R n space. The algorithm starts with a random n − dimensional point and uses a direction vector to construct a line. Then, along the line, the LSA tests equidistant points in both directions of the vector: positive and negative. The point of this line with the better value is used as the new starting point for a new line. The direction vector is evolved by the DE Algorithm.
The LSA is in some aspects similar to the image rendering Ray-Trace algorithm [34] . The main similarity is that Ray-Trace uses a line as a ray of light for testing the objects in a 3D geometrical world and when the ray hits an object, the algorithm obtains an image value different from the background. Then, the ray starts a new direction path, depending of the surface and the angle of incidence. If the ray finds a new object, then the process starts again, until a stop criterion is reached.
LSA works in the same way as Ray-Trace. From Eq. 11 it can be seen that to allow the application of the mutation operator, a DE algorithm must have at least 4 individuals. Finally, it is important to remark that for different kinds of problems to obtain better results, it is convenient to have specific and fixed algorithm's parameters [35] : it defines a starting point x o ← o, and constructs a line from 1 to 2k + 1, with the x o in the middle of the line. When the LSA finds the best value along the line, it returns this value as the best point between 1 and 2k + 1 as x o , where k is the number of subdivisions used to split the line.
r ← L k 8: while r > do 9: for p ← 1 to 2k + 1 do 10:
x p ← x o + r(pk -1)r 11: f p = f (x p ) 12: end for 13 :
14:
x o ← x 1;2k+1 15: end while 16 . To find a better approximation of the minimizer, the length r is reduced by the factor k if x 1 is not at the ends of the considered ray (line 13). However, if the current minimum is at the end of the beam, the length of the section is doubled (line 13). All the above helps the LSA to avoid stalling in the attraction groove. At the end, the best point is found by the rays (line 16) see [3] . 
IV. MICRO-DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION ALGORITHM (µDE)
The µDE is a DE algorithm with a reduced population and a reset process to avoid stagnation. In their early work, Storn and Price recommended a population size up to N = 10 × D, where D is the problem dimension [10] . A µDE is expected to converge very quickly, and then possibly stall on local optima.
On the one hand, Goldberg proved that with only three individuals any solution of the search space could be reached [36] . On the other hand, avoiding too large populations, such as the ones coming from the 10 × D rule (e.g. 300 individuals for 30 variables), is necessary. In addition, Parsopoulos [15] suggested that ''Empirical evidence suggest that in most cases the higher the ratio (D/N ) is, the harder the problem becomes for the algorithm''. However, it is possible to achieve better values than expected using a reduced population N = 5 and a restart mechanism to escape from local optima.
Together with the evidence of high performance micro-algorithms [37] , this lead us to propose the µDE.
The µDE population evolves by using the same rules as DE algorithms: mutation, crossover and selection. The µDE algorithm has three main differences from a DE Algorithm: 1) A reduced population (N = 5).
2) A Sort population function to preserve the best individuals and select the remaining for the restart vector. 3) One internal loop with a population restart mechanism to avoid stagnation.
From Eq. 11 can be seen that to allow the application of the mutation operator, a µDE algorithm must have at least four individuals. Since a re-start mechanism is needed to avoid local optima and to introduce random information in the micro-population, the final number of individuals in our proposal is five.
Our µDE proposal uses two loops (one internal and one external). The external loop will run until it reaches the stop criterion (function evaluations limit), Algorithm 2 line 3. The internal loop has a generational stop criterion (ResLim, five generations), line 12. The work population generation in the first generation is constructed by vectors with random values, but subsequently integrated with elite and remaining individuals, line 6.
The internal loop is a DE algorithm of five generations, using five individuals, lines 5-9, here obtains a nominal convergence and passes resulting population to the EvaluatePopulation procedure, line 10.
The elitist individuals (best fitness) from previous inner cycle are preserved to pass to the external cycle. The remaining individuals (worst fitness) are generated with random values to maintain diversity in the RestartPopulation procedure, line 13. In our µDE, diversity is achieved with the Algorithm 2 µDE 1: P 0 ← GenerateInitialPopulation() 2: EvaluateInitialPopulation (P 0 ) 3: while NOT TerminationConditionMet do 4: F ← random[0, 1.5] 5:
for i = 1 to Np do 6 :
8:
end for 10: EvaluatePopulation(P G ) 11: SortPopulation(P G ) 12: if RestartCount = ResLim then 13: RestartPopulation(P G ) 14: end if 15: end while 16: return Best Individual Found mutation and recombination phases, as well as the remaining individual. The algorithms proceeds until the stop criterion is achieved.
Finally, there is clear evidence [3] that regular algorithms are not good enough to solve the HappyCat and HGBat problem introduced in the next section. Therefore, the local search will be included in our final algorithm.
A. MICRO-DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION ALGORITHM WITH RAY SEARCH (µDER)
Our proposal is a µDER algorithm with a local search method based on the Ray search procedure developed by Beyer and Finck. The hybrid algorithms have achieved better results than stand alone algorithms [38] in a hybridized PSO.
Our µDER proposal uses Np =5, mutation, and combination mechanisms typical in DE, as well as the F and CR parameters, but not all have the same task in DE. It is important to note the role of individuals in the population for our µDER. It is proposed that at the beginning of each restart cycle, the individuals must be separated into two kinds: the elitist (the best and second best solutions found from previous restart cycle), and the remaining. The elitist individuals are used to preserve the best vectors to pass on to the next generation. The remaining individuals are manipulated in the restart population procedure, the third and fourth individuals are used for local exploration and the fifth individual is used to maintain diversity.
Four mechanisms have been incorporated in the µDER algorithm with the aim of enhancing its efficiency: 1) First, the two individuals with the best fitness will pass to the next generation as the elitist individuals e 1 (best solution found x b ) and e 2 . 2) Second, two tracking − vectors were designed for local exploration, named w 1 and w 2 , to follow the best individual by a decreasing distance with respect to elitist individuals, see Eq. 15.
3) Third, restart − vector named r for maintaining diversity and global exploration. 4) Fourth, a Ray search mechanism based on the Ray of Ray-ES to avoid the attraction groove. The w 1 and w 2 vectors are generated as follows:
where R d ← R d × 0.9. In addition, R d is initialized at the beginning of the algorithm and changes when the RestartPopulation procedure is called D times, with D as the problem dimension. This assumes that λ ∈ [0, 1] is a real random number following a uniform distribution. The vector r = (r 0 , r 1 , ..., r D−1 ) is initialized with:
where MIN and MAX are the valid limits of the search space. Algorithm 3 shows the µDER pseudo code. It starts by initiating R d and CR. Line 1 GenerateInitialPopulation procedure that generates DE initial population randomly sampled as follows:
Uniform distribution is assumed of the initial x i values generated. The EvaluateInitialPopulation function (Algorithm 3 line 2) evaluates all of the initial population individuals and obtains its aptitude for further algorithm comparisons. for n = 1 to Np do 6 :
end for 10: SortPopulation(P G ) 11: if RestartCount = ResLim then 12: RestartPopulation( r, w 1 , w 2 ) • LineSearch(): Local search procedure, as described in Algorithm 1.
• SortPopulation(): From higher to lower fitness value.
• RestartPopulation(): Restarts the random individual, and generates the tracking vectors, as in Eq. 15 and 16. Because of its reduced population, µDER can make little adjustments to one individual, search in local optima, and can use the tracking individual to make a local exploration. The use of the Ray for each component of the best individual exploits the best found solutions.
In our experiments, the best performance was obtained by using two elitist individuals. In µDE, diversity is achieved with the mutation and combination phases, as well as the individuals with random values.
V. EXPERIMENTS
This section presents the experimental methodology used to evaluate and compare our µDER performance. Since Ray-ES outperforms the DE, CMAES and PSO, our results are compared only with respect to the results of the Ray-ES. Therefore, if our µDER is better than Ray-ES, then this means that for the HCat our µDER is then better than DE, CMAES and PSO.
Our experiments are described in two sections. In the first part, our µDER performance is tested with respect to the HCat Function. In this part, results are reported that show a comparative as well as convergence plots for both algorithms. The second part presents for the first time the analysis of the HGBat function using our µDER algorithm.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
The experimental setting is as follows: for each experiment, 30 runs were executed with a stop criterion of one million Function Evaluations (FEs). Our µDER uses a population number of five individuals, with two individuals optimizing by using rays. A crossover rate of 0.9 and F = [0.1, 1.5]. The algorithm uses the variant DE/rand/1/bin. The settings used for the two functions are the same, see Table 1 . The µDER was programmed in C code and compiled by using g++ −O3.
B. RESULTS
This section reports the performance of our µDER with regards to the HCat and the HGBat functions. The problem dimension was set to N = 10, the problem hardness at α = 1 8 , and a stop criterion was set to one million FEs. 
C. RAY-ES AND µDER ON THE HAPPYCAT FUNCTION
A comparison between Ray-ES and µDER is presented. The results from the Ray-ES algorithm were provided by Steffen Finck and are the original as appeared in his article, where he presented the HCat function and the Ray-ES algorithm, [3] .
The Figure 4 shows the trace progress performed by the Ray-ES and our µDER, for the HCat function with dimension N = 10 and α = 1 8 , in a log-log format. Each strategy is performed for 30 runs, the average is shown for each. In the plot, the Y axis represents the expected running time (ERT) with respect to the X axis function value, achieved by each strategy (Ray-ES or µDER). The Y axis is normalized by the search space dimension N .
Ray-ES reaches the 10 −1 function value (FV) at 10 4 ERT/N, while our µDER achieves the same 10 −1 FV at 10 2 . This means that µDER is faster than Ray-ES by two orders of magnitude. For the 10 −2 FV Ray-ES reaches it very quickly at 10 4 , while µDER behaves in a similar way achieving 10 −2 FV at 5 × 10 2 . However, Ray-ES is unable to obtain the expected value of 10 −3 FV before reaching the stopping criterion, while µDER succeeds within 10 2 ERT/N.
In Figure 4 , it is clear that µDER achieves better results more quickly and more accurately. Regardless of both, Ray-ES and µDER, start from the same initial value, µDER achieves better fitness value at forty ERT/N and reaches f (x) ≤ 0.1 before 10 2 . While Ray-ES reaches the same fitness value (f (x) ≤ 0.1) at 10 4 FEs, see Fig. 4 .
The 1) µDER and Ray-ES start from the same value, but our µDER gets better values from 120 FEs and remains better until the end. 2) µDER obtains equal accuracy but is 10 times faster numerically speaking. 3) µDER gets a better final result of more than three orders of magnitude. 4) The final result of our µDER is 0.0 at 10 3 FEs. Figure 5 shows the best, median, and worst values obtained by our µDER, for the HCat function with dimension N = 10, α = 1 8 and a stop criterion of 10 6 FEs, in a log-log format. The plot shows the dynamic of the function value with regard to the function evaluations.
D. THE NEED OF µDER FOR HCAT
On average, it takes 10 3 function evaluations to reach the best value (f (x) = 0.0). But in some cases, reaches the best value at 1 × 10 2 FEs, Fig. 5 . This fast convergence is a typical micro-algorithm behavior, and by using the diversity mechanism previously explained, shows these results. It should also be mentioned that without the hybridized Ray mechanism, the µDER will be stalled in the attraction groove of the HCat function.
The next experiment was performed by maintaining the problem hardness constant(α = 1 8 ), the same stop criterion (FEs = 10 6 ), as well as the number of runs (30) and varying the problem dimension N = (2, 3, 5, 10, 20, 40, 80). The final values achieved by our µDER where f (x) = 0.0 for N = (2, 3, 5, 10, 20) in the 30 runs, obtaining 30 hits out of 30 runs. In order to study the µDER scalability one hundred runs were executed for the before mentioned N values and obtained that from N = 2 to N = 20 one hundred out of one hundred runs f (x) = 0.0 was reached. In the case of greater dimensions N = 40, 86 hits were obtained (f (x) = 0.0) and with N = 80, 30 one hits, see Table 2 . Figure 6 shows the µDER performance for the HappyCat function varying the problem dimension N = (2, 3, 5, 10) ) there is almost no difference; all achieve the fitness f (x) = 0.0 before 10 3 FEs. In the case of N = 20, our µDER reached zero after 4×10 4 FEs. This means that for µDER, the HCat function was 14 times harder than N = 10. But here with 10 more dimensions the problem could be more complex.
With N = 40 µDER obtained fitness in more than one order of magnitude greater than the previously tested dimension (N = 20). So, with N = 40 µDER reaches the f (x) = 0.0 at 8 × 10 5 FEs, considering the best 30 runs out of one hundred (with ninety hits out of one hundred). When µDER works optimizing with N = 80 it reaches the f (x) = 0.0 at 9 × 10 5 FEs. Actually, considering the first 30 runs out of one hundred (with N = 40, 30 one hits were obtained), see Fig. 6 . Figure 7 shows the µDER median performance for N = (2, 3, 5, 10, 20, 40, 80) dimensions, but ERT is used for the Y axis and N is represented in the X axis. By performing an analysis of ERT with respect to the search space dimension. On the one hand it is observed that for a low fitness value (f (x) = 0.1). Our µDER presents a constant performance in any dimension tested. For the different N values 10 2 FEs were obtained to reach our f (x) objective, see line for f = 0.1. On the other hand, when the fitness is the optimal value (f (x) = 0.0), the performance of µDER grows according to the problem dimension. As for values below N = 10 the effort is about 1 × 10 3 or less. For N = (20, 40, 80) the effort is almost linear, see Figure 7 .
Using the obtained data, we can now determine an equation to predict the µDER behavior. Matlab functions can be used to approximate a set of X-Y points to a curve; for example, the function that uses the polynomial approach. A set of Python functions were used to approach our obtained set of points to approximate a curve. This method was used before by Dominguez and Alba, to obtain an equation to predict running times and limitations to compare the execution time of meta-heuristics running on different hardware [39] .
The set of points used to fit the curve was obtained from the results varying N with respect to the FEs, see Table 3 .
The resulting equation represents a linear growth following the next polynomial third order equation: where EFE is the estimated number of function evaluations needed to reach the f (x) = 0.0, and N is the number of variables in the array (problem dimension). When the Eq. 19 is applied to the original data points, named FE, for a different problem dimension, the obtained number for 500 FEs has a relative error of 4.3 × 10 −6 , see Table 4 .
Another set of tests was conducted by leaving the problem dimension at a constant value N = 10, as well as the stop criterion (10 6 FEs), and the fitness value to reach f (x) = 0.0. But, varying the problem hardness α with a range from 0.1 to 0.5.
µDER performed 30 runs for each α value, the average is shown for each one, in a log-log format, being the function value presented in the Y axis and the number of function evaluations for the X axis. It should be noticed that, from the obtained results, the µDER performance is practically linear, and in all the test (30 runs for each α) the fitness achieved was f (x) = 0.0. With α = 0.5 and α = 0.4 the objective value was reached at 6 × 10 2 FEs, with α = 0.3 at 7 × 10 2 , for α = 0.2 was reached at 8 × 10 2 , and for α = 0.1 (the hardest problem) at 2 × 10 3 FEs.
E. THE HGBAT FUNCTION
In this section, a set of three tests, similar to the HCat, were conducted, but now using as fitness function the more complex HGBat function. The experiments were:
1) Reference performance, where the dimension (N ) and the problem hardness (α) are set to a constant value in order to find the reference behavior. 2) Dimensional performance, where the problem hardness is set to a constant value, α = 1 8 , and the problem dimension is varying to find the impact of the problem dimension in the µDER performance.
3) Difficulty performance, here the problem dimension is set to a constant value, N = 10, and the problem hardness is varying to find the impact of the problem hardness in the µDER performance. The first experiment configuration is as follows: the problem dimension was set to N = 10, the hardness problem at α = 1 8 , and a stop criterion was set to one million FEs, as in the first experiment in the HCat. Figure 8 shows the best, median, and worst values obtained by our µDER for the HGBat function with a stop criterion of 10 6 FEs, dimension N = 10 and, α = 1 8 . The plot shows the dynamic of the function value with respect to the Function Evaluations. The results obtained show that µDER median performance reaches f (x) = 0.001 at dimension N = 10 at 10 6 FEs. In the worst case, µDER obtains 10 −3 , while in the best run achieves 10 −5 at 10 3 FEs.
The results of µDER in the HGBat function with respect to the HappyCat function show that the HGBat is a more difficult function to optimize for our µDER, which is a well adapted algorithm for this kind of function. However, other algorithms, even the original Ray-ES, would find the HGBat a harder to optimize function and will obtain poor results compared to those obtained by our µDER. This claim is endorsed by two facts:
1) The better performance of our µDER with respect to the Ray-ES when tested in the HCat function, in more than one order of magnitude. 2) Our differential evolution algorithm is better for numerical optimization than an evolutionary strategy [10] , [40] .
The next experiment, the hardness problem (α = 1 8 ) was maintained constant, the stop criterion (FEs = 10 6 ), the number of independent runs (30) , and the problem dimension variable (N = [2, 3, 5, 10, 20, 40, 80]). Figure 9 shows the µDER median performance for these N dimensions. In the plot, the Y axis represents the function value and the X axis represents the function's evaluations. The result is that from N = 2 to N = 9 our µDER achieved the f (x) = 0.0 fitness value, but with N = [10, 20, 40, 80] µDER did not reach values below f (x) = 0.001.
As in the HCat, one hundred runs were executed to obtain the number of runs that reached zero, but with N = 10 none of the one hundred runs reached f (x) = 0.0. The minimal value achieved was 3.73 × 10 −10 , the median was 1.79 × 10 −5 , and the worst value 1.57 × 10 3 . This indicates that the HGBat is a more difficult to optimize function than HCat, and that the difficult gets stronger at N ≥ 10, see Fig. 9 . The problem dimension was also tried with N = [20, 40, 80] , confirming that from N ≥ 10 µDER does not achieve f (x) = 0.0.
The last experiment is relative to the HGBat problem hardness. Setting the problem dimension at N = 10, the number of runs was 30, and the stop criterion was set to 1 × 10 6 FEs. The problem hardness varies from α = 0.1 to α = 0.5. Figure 10 shows the behavior of µDER for five different α (problem hardness) for the HGBat function. As in the HCat experiment, the µDER performed 30 runs for each α value, the average is shown for each, being the function value presented in the Y axis and the number of function evaluations for the X axis. With α = 0.5 (the lower problem hardness) µDER reaches f (x) = 0.0 as the only time it achieves the optimal value. The rest of the α values obtained almost lineal results from 0.000566 (α = 0.1) to 0.000002 (α = 0.4). These results clearly show that HGBat is a hard to optimize function, and the results achieved by our µDER could be used as reference for future optimization algorithms, considering that this is the first time that this function has been evaluated and analyzed.
F. DISCUSSION
For this comparison, the median of the 30 runs of our µDER and the results previously published of the Ray-ES algorithms were used. The objective was to demonstrate if our µDER obtains better results than the Ray-ES algorithm with respect to the HCat function. Given that there is no a priory knowledge of the data distribution, a non-parametrical statistical test must be used because it cannot be assumed that the data adjusts to a well known distribution. For our case, the Wilcoxon test [41] , [42] was used to make a comparison of the algorithms performance. This test was used because two algorithm results (Ray-ES and µDER) were compared. Another kind of test [43] must be used to compare more than two algorithms. The data used is the 30 runs of both algorithms (Ray-ES and µDER). Every run is independent from the others as well as both algorithms being independent of each other. The Wilcoxon test gives better results if the comparison data has more than 20 five independent samples (the results of 30 runs with a dimension of ten variables were used).
Our experimental results show that µDER is better for optimizing the HCat function than Ray-ES because µDER reaches the f (x) = 0.0 optimal value 30 times out of the 30 runs, while Ray-ES does not. µDER reaches better f (x) values not only for ten dimensions but also for 20, that reaches the optimal value 30 out of 30 times. The better performance of our µDER is confirmed by the Wilcoxon test, which shows the scaling abilities of µDER for HCat and which is a significant difference between the two algorithms' behavior (W = 0.0, exact p−value ≥ 0.2, Asymptotic p−value = 0.000002) see Table 5 , while the results obtained by our µDER are better than those obtained by Ray-ES. It should be considered that a 10 dimension search space with an attraction groove is a hard task for a meta-heuristic (CMAES, DE, PSO), and Ray-ES is, until now, the only one that avoids the attraction groove.
It is important to note that the µDER was capable of optimizing the HGBat function with two attraction grooves obtaining the first observation of the algorithm behavior in this function, varying the problem dimension and also hardness problem. Future researchers can use this data as a starting point and as a reference for comparison against their results.
VI. CONCLUSION
This work experimentally studied the performance of a reduced population differential evolution algorithm. This algorithm uses a restart mechanism (to maintain diversity) and a local search method based on a Ray search strategy (for best solutions exploitation). The resulting algorithm, named µDER, has been tested on a recent hard to optimize function. The HappyCat has been compared against a new and competitive meta-heuristic proposal Ray-ES. Our µDER algorithm also has been tested on HGBat, which is a new and harder to optimize function. Given that Ray-ES has no reported results until now, our proposal is the first to provide an analysis of this function.
The main conclusions are as follows: 1) Our proposal shows a better performance than Ray-ES with respect to the HappyCat function. µDER achieves the 10 −1 function value at 10 2 FEs while Ray-ES reaches the 10 −1 function value FV) at 10 4 . This indicates that µDER is faster than Ray-ES by two orders of magnitude. Moreover, µDER is better for HappyCat function optimization than CMAES, DE, and PSO. As previously demonstrated, Ray-ES is better than those. 2) By using the obtained data of our proposal regarding the HappyCat function, an equation for predicting the µDER behavior was obtained when dimension increases. When the obtained equation to the original data was applied, the greatest relative error obtained was 4.3 × 10 −6 . 3) For the first time, an analysis of the HGBat function was made, testing the performance of our µDER with respect to the HGBat, and leaving a dimensional and also a hardness study as a reference.
4) The better development obtained by our µDER is achieved by three factors: the fast convergence of a micro-algorithm, the diversity scheme designed to avoid premature convergence, the hybridization of the DE and the local search exploitation mechanism (the Ray strategy). 5) The results clearly show that µDER gets better results in the HappyCat function than Ray-ES. Moreover, our µDER is shown to be statistically better than the Ray-ES algorithm, with respect to the HappyCat function. Some drawbacks of the developed algorithm are the following:
1) µDER is a metaheuristic algorithm and therefore it does not guarantee to obtain the best solution to the problem in turn, it can only guarantee to compute aproximate solutions. 2) It would be convenient to perform more tests with it to validate its performance other domains, not only with ridge functions. As a future work it will be convinient to determine the correlation between all its elements and working parameters, to find the best adjustments related to each of its components, namely:
• Differential evolution: parameters CR and F • Microalgorithm: Number of individuals and population reset (relationship between internal and external loop)
• Line Search Algorithm: Number of rays. Another research direction is to test this µDER algorithm in a Black Box test, as well as well known benchmarks. We will also experiment on real life problem applications (vehicle flux control, pollution reduction plans, etc.), where its low computational cost could be a key advantage over other techniques.
